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This Week:  

In English we have been looking at the features and reading some pages 

from an Atlas of the United States. We have enjoyed looking at the 

range of weather from icy cold winds in Alaska to tropical storms in 

Florida! The children have then worked with a partner and made a 

fantastic digital fact file about one of the states.  

In Maths The children have been programming the beebot - putting in 

instructions to move forward, backwards and turning left and right! 

In Topic we have been mixing colours using our hands!  

Next Week:  

In English we will be moving our focus to Europe and learning some Greek 

myths!  

In Maths we will be taking away using a number line …. 

In Topic we will be printing with fruit and vegetables and tasting some 

interesting fruits! !
Show and tell days 

Monday - North America; Tuesday - Africa; Wednesday - Asia 

Thursday - Europe; Friday - South America  

Library Days  

Monday - Africa; Tuesday - Europe; Wednesday - Asia; Thursday - North 

America; Friday - South America  

School Diary Dates  

!
9.02.18 - Sharing Day 

12.02.18  Parent consultation week 

16.02.18 Last day of Half Term !
Value of the Month: 

Tolerance  

!
!
  

Autumn Term 

Learn Its 

3+3=6 

4+4=8 

5+5=10 

!
Counting 

In 1’s to 20 - 

forward and back 

In 10’s to 100 

In 2’s to 20

!

Talk Homework 

Class Attendance for 

last week 

98% 

Information/homework: Children to design their own flags - any design and any medium! As some of you know, Mrs Watt is taking some time 

off school as she has recently moved home, but don't worry she will return after the Easter holidays…Mrs Williams has kindly agreed to 

step in until then, Have a lovely weekend, Mrs Carr, Mrs Williams and Mr Winwood. 

Ongoing each Week 

P.E. kits to remain in school 

until half term 

!
Reading books to be brought 

in on designated reading day. 

!
Homework given out on Friday 

and to be returned by the 

following Wednesday  

What food 

is grown in 

Greece?


